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ABSTRACT
Optic flow, the pattern of light generated in the visual field by motion of objects
and the observer’s body, serves as information that underwrites perception of events,
actions and affordances. This visual pattern informs the observer about their own actions
in relation to their surroundings, as well as those of others. This study explored the limits
of action detection for others as well as the role of optic flow. First-person videos were
created using camera recordings of the actor’s perspective as they performed various
movements (jumping jacks, jumping, squatting, sitting, etc.). In three experiments
participants attempted to detect the action from first-person video footage using open
ended responses (Experiment 1), forced choice responses (Experiment 2), and a matchto-sample paradigm (Experiment 3). It was discovered that some actions are more
difficult to detect than others. In general, athletes were more accurate, particularly when
the task was more difficult (e.g, Experiment 1). All actions were identified above chance
level across viewpoints, suggesting that invariant information was detected and used to
perform the task.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
The environment is rich with information that resonates with perceptual systems.
The world is not presented to our sense organs in still pictures or intermittent bouts of
information but rather as an ongoing and dynamic flow of patterned energy. Visual
information is a result of changes of light in the optic array created by bodily movement
(Gibson, 1950). Motion viewed from any given point of view causes scattered and
reflected light from objects in the environment to form patterns. The dynamic pattern is
referred to as optic flow. There is a direct relationship between visual pattern fluctuations
generated by movement and the specification of perception of those movements.
Warren et al. (2001) demonstrated the importance of optic flow in guiding behavior by
manipulating visual patterns in the field of view. They found that participants relied on
their egocentric location to move toward a goal when optic flow was not available;
however as more optic flow was added in the environment, people began to rely on this
visual information. Linkenauger and Readman (2020) suggested that optic flow is
directly related to perceived energy expenditure such that people judge the environment
based on their perceived rate of movement and physical exertion levels. By means of
virtual reality, they either sped up optic flow to simulate lower energy expenditure or
slowed it down to simulate high energy expenditure, the whole time maintaining steady
physical exertion levels. They found that changes in optic flow patterns directly affected
perceived slope of terrain by manipulating the perceived levels of required energy.
Optic flow is generated by exploratory activity as the agent perceives opportunities for
future actions. Specifically, optic flow patterns are generated by motion of the head,
torso, and objects in the environment. The body exhibits movements during exploratory
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activity. For example, observers demonstrate minute levels of postural sway when
determining the distance between themselves and an object in the environment (Mantel et
al, 2015; Wagman, 2012). The more complex these movements are, the more available
the information becomes which allows more reliable judgments for future actions (Hajnal
et al., 2018; in press; Masoner et al., 2020). Notably, however, the advantages gained
from movement complexity do not necessarily require increases in movement magnitude.
For example, when judging whether a fly baseball is catchable, participants are equally
accurate regardless of whether they make a move to the ball or remain stationary (Fajen
et al., 2011). This finding is in opposition to the hypothesis that overt observer motion
(apart from the minute movements that are due to natural postural sway) is necessary to
accurately perceive affordances (Oudejans et al., 1996). Importantly, this finding expands
the potential methodologies for investigating detection of action and movement because
it permits the use of recorded and simulated stimuli (e.g., video samples and immersive
environments) rather than watching live action.
Action Detection
A commonly used method for studying the perception of actions is through point light
displays (PLD). Point light displays are collections of LED lights placed at the joints of
an animal or person in motion. When played like a video, they capture the location of the
actors’ joints and create a visualization of how the body moves. PLDs are mostly used in
biological motion detection experiments because they reveal movement without
presenting the entire physical structure of the body (Johansson, 1973; Kozlowski &
Cutting, 1977; Runeson & Frykholm, 1983). PLDs allow exploration of the limits of
action detection by not showing notable physical features such as body shape and limbs.
10

Observers can determine the sex, age, emotional state, and the identity of the person by
watching video footage of PLDs of their body in motion. PLDs can even provide enough
information to determine animal species based on motion alone (Mather & West, 1993).
Kurz et al. (2019) performed a comparative study interested in observer reactions to
information from PLDs, stick figures, and avatar samples. When presented with a video
of a soccer ball being kicked, participants were able to respond to the perceived ball
location across stimuli type. The action was detected in all conditions, however, richer
information facilitated more accurate responses. In general, there is ample information
that can be gathered from samples of pre-recorded material, even when there are limited
physical cues present.
Danafar and Gheissari (2007) explored the application of optic flow algorithms in
computer vision when assessing surveillance footage from security cameras. They
created optic flow motion descriptors and tested them using a database of low-quality
images. Actions such as walking, jogging, clapping, and boxing were evaluated. The
success rate in determining the actions performed was around 85 percent even though the
videos were taken from different viewpoints and under different levels of illumination.
Action detection is a complex process because it is very rare that one observes an action
from the exact same viewpoint on different occasions. It is necessary to be able to
recognize actions from all angles and viewpoints. Thus, the pattern of motion of an action
must be invariant across vantage points (Holte et al., 2010).
Affordances as Examples of Action Detection
Humans have the ability to perceive actions of other people from a third-person
perspective, even though the person who performs the action sees their body motion (and
11

the consequences of the motion) from an egocentric point of view. The non-egocentric
perspective could be the viewpoint of another person or even in terms of the location of
an inanimate object (Quesque et al., 2020). It is possible that the reason we are experts at
perspective-taking from a distance lies in the need to anticipate future happenings,
specifically, detecting future actions.
Affordances are possibilities for action that are directly perceived by the observer.
Gibson (1979) claimed that individuals perceive the environment in the most efficient
way possible, directly related to their own capabilities, the constraints of the
environment, and the task at hand. Affordances have been explored in several ways in
experimental psychology. Actions such as climbing stairs, passing through apertures,
standing on inclined surfaces, and reaching for objects have all been the subject of
perception research (Hajnal et al., 2018; Masoner et al., 2020; Warren, 1984; Weast &
Proffitt, 2018). Warren and Whang (1987) observed individuals’ ability to accurately
judge action boundaries for walking through doorframes of differing dimensions without
turning their shoulders. Stefanucci and Geuss (2010) discovered that people use their eye
height to scale the ability to walk under a horizontal barrier without ducking. Hajnal et al.
(2018) incorporated measures of multifractality of body movements in order to measure
complex postural adjustments during a stand-on-ability task. As mentioned above,
postural sway initiates optic flow and is indicative of affordance judgments in that people
who move in more complex ways are more accurate in their perception of affordances. It
is through this activity that the details of the environment are exposed, and future actions
are detected (Doyon et al., 2019).
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Humans are typically very accurate in judging their personal abilities for potential task
performance, but are also very accurate in judging affordances for another person
(Creem-Regehr et al., 2013; Thomas et al., 2018; Wagman et al., 2018; Weast et al.,
2014). Successful interactions with other people require a certain level of judging their
capabilities. Imagine trying to move furniture, dance at a party, or execute a play in sports
without having any knowledge of the other person’s abilities. It would be extremely
difficult, if not impossible. However, if the appropriate information, such as physical size
and kinematic ability are available, humans can observe others in action situations and
accurately determine their current affordances (Creem-Regehr et al., 2013, Weast et al.,
2014). Adults and children can determine affordances for other people, such as sitting or
reaching (Mark, 2007; Stoffregen et al., 1999). Ramenzoni et al. (2008) found that
perceivers were mostly accurate in their judgments of people’s ability to jump and reach
an object even without seeing the actor jump or reach overhead.
Thomas et al. (2018) concluded that the process by which an observer recognizes
the abilities of another is through an additive model based on kinematic information
relevant to the actor, metric properties of the actor, and the influence of the observer’s
ability to perform the task. How these factors are weighted is unclear; however, Thomas
et al. stated that the process is not as simple as cognitively combining lower order
variables. Rather, there is higher-order information provided through the ambient energy
arrays revealed during observation because of optic flow patterns. Wagman et al. (2018)
found that individuals can predict nested affordances for others. People can adjust
judgments of another’s standing reaching height when there are added factors such as
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standing on a stool or holding a stick. People can recognize potential changes in the
environment and apply these to action possibilities for others.
Athletes and Action Detection
The ability to recognize current and future action possibilities for others is
especially relevant in sports. It is a key component of skillful timely decisions during a
game to better the play or overthrow the competition. Competitive athletes must read the
play scenario, considering information from their own movements as well as those of the
opponent and their teammates. They identify the action capabilities of all parties and then
attune their own actions to the information (Hacques et al., 2020; Vickers, 2007). For
instance, in volleyball, the typical pattern of play on one side of the net is: pass, set,
attack. A defensive player (on the opposing side of the net must recognize an attacker’s
affordances based on the location of the ball during the second contact, the attacker’s
location in relation to the ball, their physical capabilities (e.g., jumping height), and their
hand and shoulder positions (Klostermann et al., 2015). In beach volleyball, players must
be very skilled in identifying the action possibilities of their partner because they must
make the appropriate subsequent move based on their partner’s play. At a high level the
speed of the game is so fast that a player does not have time to purely react after their
teammate’s contact but must be able to anticipate the path of the ball to some degree
beforehand so that they can act ahead of the play.
Weast et al. (2011) discovered that basketball players were significantly better at
judging a person’s ability to jump and reach when compared to non-basketball players.
However, there were no differences in judging ability to sit or reach without jumping. It
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seems that athletes are more sensitive to affordances directly influenced by kinematic
information as opposed to static measurements alone.
In cases where biological motion is the only information (i.e., physical details
about shape are not available) athletes have demonstrated impressive skills in perceiving
actions from PLDs, including whether the actor was a teammate or stranger (Steel et al.,
2007). Weast et al. (2014) found that body motion alone provided enough information for
athletes to detect affordances for another person when related kinematic information was
observed (e.g. watching the motion of an actor squat and then estimate their reaching
height while jumping). Athletes are more attuned to these tasks than non-athletes (Fajen
et al., 2009).
In summary, athletes have a keen ability to judge action possibilities by observing
another player’s physical movements. In addition to this, competitive athletes are more
accurate in action detection based on the amount of time they spend intentionally
studying actions and making visual observations while performing. For these reasons the
goal of the present contribution is to compare perception of athletes and non-athletes.
Purpose and Predictions
The current project aimed to determine if it is possible to detect another person’s
actions from a video sample of their first-person perspective view during the activity, in
other words, from a sample of their optic flow patterns. Humans are experts at detecting
visual information that specifies action possibilities by assuming the perspective of
another person. Using visual information to understand what type of activity takes place
at a given time is necessary to be able to plan appropriate subsequent actions.
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The current study sought to understand the limits of action detection by exploring
the following general questions: Does a video sample of optic flow from an egocentric
point of view provide enough information to determine the action of the actor? Does
extensive physical training provide athletes with a superior ability to perceive actions
during these tasks?
General Hypotheses
The overall expectations for this study were in line with four separate hypotheses.
First, we predicted that observers could determine specific actions based on a video
sample of a first-person view recording that only shows the consequences of the motion
of the body, but not the body itself. Second, athletes should have an advantage in
determining these actions compared to non-athletes. Athletes are expected to be more
accurate and faster than non-athletes. Thirdly, based on previous research supporting the
ability to determine the affordances for others, we expected that observers will be able to
match first-person optic flow patterns to third-person videos of actions.
CHAPTER II -Experiment 1
The goal of the experiment was to determine if human observers can perceive an
activity based on video footage recorded from the point of view of the actor who was
engaged in the action. We created first-person videos of an actor performing six separate
actions. These included jumping jacks, jumping, sitting, squatting, skipping, and jogging.
The videos showed the actor’s perspective during movement, but not their body. The key
component of this manipulation is to demonstrate whether observers can recognize the
activity based on the head-mounted camera’s movements without seeing the body of the
actor. We hypothesized that the optic flow pattern generated by the camera movement
16

contains information that specifies the action, and that this information can be detected by
observers.
Participants
This experiment utilized an online platform and was available to several groups of
participants. The first group consisted of participants recruited via the Psychology
department’s SONA participant pool who received course credit in their psychology
classes for their contribution. The second group was made up of students who competed
for one of the varsity sports teams at the university. Participants were categorized in two
groups: Non-Athletes (n = 50) and Athletes (n = 19).
Materials
For all experiments we created a set of video stimuli using a GoPro (Hero8) sports
camera. The videos for Experiment 1 provided a first-person world view and did not give
any information about the actor’s physicality such as body shape and size. The backdrop
for the videos was a set of black retractable bleachers that were withdrawn so that they
create a vertical wall-like structure (Figure A1). The intention for using this background
was to provide enough disparity and texture to give rich visual information, however, not
to give a surplus of detail to make the task too easy. Videos were recorded for six actions.
The actions were grouped as three action pairs:
1. Jumping- Jumping Jacks
2. Squatting- Sitting
3. Skipping- Jogging
These actions were chosen because they should be somewhat familiar to most
people and are commonly incorporated in exercise, sports, and everyday behavior. The
17

actions were paired with the intent of being similar yet different enough to be
distinguishable.
Experimental Design
In Experiment 1 we employed a 2 Athletic Status (athlete versus non-athlete) × 2
Action pair mixed design so that athlete status was a between subjects variable, and
Action pair was a within subjects variable. Three mixed 2×2 ANOVAs were conducted
for the following Action pairs, respectively: jumping and jumping jacks, squatting and
sitting, skipping and jogging. All participants underwent the same experimental
procedures with stimuli being presented in a randomized order.
Procedure
Online experiments were programmed using the Collector data collection
software (Garcia et al., 2015) to randomize stimuli for each participant. An online link for
the experiment was distributed to both target populations simultaneously so that data for
both groups was collected over the same window of time. Participants accessed the online
link by using their laptop or desktop computer. A demographic questionnaire was initially
presented which inquired the person’s athletic status. This allowed us to determine if they
met the qualifications for being included in the athlete group. Any participant who was
currently rostered on a university sports team or had been rostered within the past year
was included as an athlete.
For the experiment each video was presented randomly four times for a total of 24
trials. Each video was presented one time per trial and lasted about five seconds. For
actions such as jumping and squatting the movement was repeated for the five second
time frame until the participant responded. For actions which require covering ground
18

such as jogging and skipping, a consistent distance was set, and the movement was
recorded for the duration of the distance.
To assess people’s ability to detect the action we began by asking the general
question: “What is the person doing in this video?” Instructions read: “be as specific as
possible but describe the action in no more than two words”. Response time for each trial
was measured from the moment the response text box appeared and ended when the
participant submitted their response. Figure A2 depicts the trial sequence.
Analyses
A coding scheme was created to categorize participant responses. Categories were
determined based on the data collected. For instance, one-word responses such as “jump”
“hop” and “bounce” were coded as a jump. After categorizing responses, we determined
the accuracy for each trial and labeled them based on correctness (1 for correct, 0 for
incorrect). Trials that resulted in an error response due to malfunction or glitch were
removed as well as trials where the participant clearly did not follow the instructions.
This resulted in the removal of 11.8% of trials.
A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to observe
both dependent variables: accuracy and response time. It was expected that all
participants could decipher the type of action in the videos to some degree. It was also
anticipated that athletes would perform more accurately and take less time in responding.
Results
Accuracy
A 2 Athletic status × 6 Action repeated measures ANOVA on accuracy revealed a
main effect of Action, F(5,315) = 40.72, p < .001, ηp2=0.39. Jumps were perceived most
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accurately (M=0.63, SD=0.37), whereas sitting was perceived least accurately (M=0.01,
SD=0.05). There was also a main effect of Athletic status, F(1,63) = 11.29, p = .001,
ηp2=0.15. Athletes were more accurate (M=0.49, SD=0.44) than non-athletes (M=0.35,
SD=0.44). There was no significant interaction.
In order to get a more detailed look at the data we followed up the omnibus
analysis with separate 2 Athletic status × 2 Action ANOVAs for each action pair: jog
versus skip, jump versus jumping jacks, and sit versus squat. The 2 Athletic Status × 2
Action pair (jog versus skip) ANOVA on accuracy revealed a significant effect of
Athletic Status, F(1,66) = 5.99, p=.017, ηp2=0.08. Specifically, athletes (M=0.65,
SD=0.35) were more accurate than non-athletes (M=0.44, SD=0.49). No other effects
were significant. The same ANOVA comparing jumps and jumping jacks revealed a
significant difference between actions, F(1,66) = 113.7, p<.001, ηp2=0.63. Specifically,
jumps (M=0.64, SD=0.38) were detected more accurately than jumping jacks (M=0.07,
SD=0.18). The Athletic Status × Action pair interaction was also significant, F(1,66) =
5.01, p=.03, ηp2=0.07. Athletic Status was not significant. The ANOVA comparing
accuracy of perceiving sitting and squatting returned a significant difference between
actions, F(1,64) = 121.57, p<.001, ηp2=0.66. Specifically, squats (M=0.60, SD=0.44)
were detected more accurately than sitting down (M=0.01, SD=0.05). The Athletic Status
× Action pair interaction was also significant, F(1,64) = 5.2, p=.03, ηp2=0.08. Athletic
Status was also significant, F(1,64) = 5.37, p=.03, ηp2=0.08. Specifically, athletes
(M=0.4, SD=0.46) were more accurate than non-athletes (M=0.27, SD=0.41). The
average accuracy rates for each action pair and group are shown in Figure A3.
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Response Time
In order to remove the skewness of the response time distribution, responses that
were 3 standard deviations above the mean were removed. This resulted in the removal of
1.6% of trials.
The initial omnibus ANOVA showed a main effect of Action, F(5,315) = 5.38, p<
.001, ηp2=0.08. Responses to jogging actions were the fastest (M=5946.2ms,
SD=2074.9ms), whereas responses to sitting were the slowest (M=7526.5ms,
SD=2516ms). There was no main effect of Athletic status and no interaction.
The 2 Athletic Status × 2 Action pair (jog versus skip) ANOVA on response time
revealed no significant effects. The same ANOVA comparing response times for jumps
and jumping jacks revealed no significant effects or interactions. The ANOVA
comparing response times of perceiving sitting and squatting returned a significant
difference between actions, F(1,64) = 10.65, p=.002, ηp2=0.14. Specifically, average
response time for squats (M=6180ms, SD=2121ms) was shorter than for sitting down
(M=7507.2ms, SD=2501.6ms). No other effects were significant. The average response
times for each action pair and group are shown in Figure A4.
Discussion
In terms of accuracy, some actions were more difficult to detect than others.
Participants struggled to recognize jumping jacks and sitting. This could be because the
natural optic flow patterns for these actions are not as unique as others and are therefore
easily confused with other actions. Another possibility is that jumping jacks and sitting
may generate optic flow patterns that are more complex than for other actions, rendering
them hard to detect. Sitting might have proven difficult because it is typically not a
21

repetitive movement, however our video sample captured it as such (with the actor sitting
down and standing up several times). Jumps were detected more accurately than jumping
jacks, perhaps due to the relative simplicity of jumping motions. Athletes were more
accurate than non-athletes, consistent with our predictions. This is most likely due to their
trained eye and a lot of experience with physical activity with extensive focus and
awareness of body movements. It is also possible that in the open-ended response type
design, athletes were better equipped to report answers within the constraints of the task
than non-athletes because of their familiarity with exercise names and types of
movement.
Response times for the sitting activity were the longest of all actions. This is
consistent with the difficulty in detecting sitting action and shows that perhaps it was not
the optimal choice for this task due to it not being a cyclical action. There were no
differences in the speed of responding between athletes and non-athletes, contrary to our
prediction. This may have been due to the fact that participants were not prompted in any
way to respond as quickly as possible.
We also must consider the limits of the open-ended response method, which was
utilized to increase the external validity of the task. At the same time, the open-ended
nature of task invited a variety of responses which decreased experimental control and
resulted in low internal validity. The absence of clear differences between groups and
activities may have been the result of passive responses (lack of inherent motivation to
answer accurately), variations in participants’ typing speeds, and uncertainty about the
exact labels for the various categories of activities. In some cases, participants were able
to report the general movement but did not give a concise enough response to be
22

considered correct (e.g., “up and down”, “moving forward”). In the second experiment
we chose to use a forced choice response paradigm to reduce variability due to the openended responses. We predicted that the forced choice paradigm would make the task
easier and result in less variable responses.
CHAPTER III -Experiment 2
The second experiment was conducted to refine and verify the results of
Experiment 1. Participants were asked to determine the action presented in the firstperson videos by means of a forced-choice task.
Participants
Participants for the second experiment were recruited in the same manner as
Experiment 1. All participants were new individuals with no pre-existing knowledge of
the study. Two groups were recruited and formed via Sona and email: Non-athletes (n =
29) and Athletes (n = 29). For one non-athlete participant we could not record any
responses to jump videos due to technical difficulties, therefore this person’s data was not
included in the analyses.
Materials
Materials were the same as Experiment 1. We utilized the six first-person action
videos as visual stimuli and conducted the experiment online with the Collector software.
Experimental design
Experiment 2 employed the same experimental design as Experiment 1. The only
difference was the manner in which the dependent variable was measured: instead of an
open-ended response, a binary forced-choice response mechanism was used.
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Procedure
Using Collector, the same demographic questionnaire as in Experiment 1 was
administered. Each target video was presented randomly four times for a total of 24 trials.
After each target video participants answered the question: “Which action is depicted in
the video?” The relevant options for each target video appeared as a binary forced-choice
answer with two choices: jumping or jumping jacks, squatting or sitting, skipping or
jogging (Figure A5). The participant chose which of the two actions they thought was
depicted in the target video.
It was anticipated that the added context information provided in the multiplechoice format would help guide participants in their decisions and assist them in
distinguishing between actions, resulting in overall better accuracy compared to the first
experiment. Additionally, athletes were expected to perform more accurately and take
less time responding. Participants were allowed to take as much time as they wish to
respond.
Data Processing
Due to technical errors with the internet connection and software 66 trials (4.84%)
had to be dropped from the statistical analyses. Another 13 trials (0.95%) were removed
due to the fact that the response time was more than 3 standard deviations above the
mean.
Results
Accuracy
A 2 Athletic status × 6 Action repeated measures ANOVA on accuracy revealed a
main effect of Action, F(5,270) = 17.30, p < .001, ηp2=0.24. Accuracy was highest for
24

squatting (M= .86, SD= .2) and lowest for jumping-jacks (M= .49, SD= .33). There was
no significant effect of athletic status on accuracy. The Athletic status × Action
interaction was not significant. The average accuracy rates were reported in Figure A6.
To get a more detailed picture of the results we followed up the omnibus analysis with
separate 2 Athletic status × 2 Action ANOVAs for each action pair: jog versus skip, jump
versus jumping jacks, and sit versus squat. For accuracy, we found significant differences
in all three pairs: jog-skip, F(1,55) = 4.82, p = .032, ηp2=0.08, jump-jumping jacks,
F(1,54) = 43.01, p < .001, ηp2=0.44 sit-squat, F(1,55) = 12.72, p = .001, ηp2=0.19.
Specifically, skipping (M= .85, SD= .21) was more readily detected than jogging (M=
.76, SD= .28), jumping (M= .77, SD= .31) more so than jumping-jacks (M= .49, SD=
.33), and squatting (M= .87, SD= .2) more than sitting (M= .74, SD= .27). There was also
a significant interaction between action and athletic-status for sit-squat, F(1,55) = 7.41, p
= .009, ηp2=0.12. Athletes (M= .82, SD= .22) were significantly more accurate than nonathletes (M= .65, SD= .3) when perceiving sitting but there was no significant difference
when perceiving squatting.
Response Time
There was a main effect of action on response time, F(5,270) = 3.52, p = .004,
ηp2=0.06. Overall, response times were longest for jumping (M= 4042.6ms, SD=
1736.4ms) (Figure A7). There were no significant results for athletic status. The 2
Athletic status × 2 Action ANOVAs for each action pair revealed no significant findings.
Discussion
In the first round of analyses, we discovered a main effect of action such that
squatting was most accurately detected and jumping-jacks the least. This may speak to
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the nature of each of these activities and how the optic patterns associated with them
differ in complexity. Although we have not performed any type of video differencing or
computed any complexity measures on these videos, observation by the naked eye
suggests jumping-jacks has a very complex and compact pattern associated with the
movement, whereas squatting has a smoother and less complex pattern. Most likely this
has something to do with the fact that while performing jumping-jacks the person must
leave the ground and then land repeatedly, whereas during squats the person is stable on
the ground during the entire motion. Nevertheless, direct comparison between squats and
jumping jacks was not sought in the present study due to the fact that these two activities
are not in the same category of actions and therefore trivially distinguishable. The second
round of analyses (focusing on pairs of actions separately) showed distinguishable
differences between the actions in all pairs, but it may be the case that some are more
difficult to tell apart than others. Skipping, jumping, and squatting were recognized more
than jogging, jumping-jacks, and sitting. It could be that skipping, jumping, and squatting
have very distinct optic patterns which are more familiar and easier to detect than the
other three.
The absence of general differences between athletes and non-athletes suggests
that the added context in this task (i.e., the provided choice responses) made the task
easier and “levels the playing field” so that athletic experience does not provide much of
an advantage. Athletes outperformed non-athletes when judging sitting. Since sitting may
probably be one of the most difficult optic flow patterns to recognize, athletes’ ability to
do so better supports the notion that they have an upper hand in action detection. The lack
of notable findings for response time might be attributed to the fact that there was no
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encouragement to perform quickly and that the relatively easy forced choice paradigm
compared to the task in Experiment 1 made all groups respond at similar rate.
CHAPTER IV - Comparison of Experiment 1 and 2
Do Athletes Perform Better when the Task is Hard?
Since Experiment 2 was designed as a follow up to the first experiment we
decided to compare them in a 2 Experiment × 2 Athletic Status × 6 Action mixed
ANOVA on accuracy and response time, respectively.
Accuracy
Evidence that the task (forced-choice) in Experiment 2 (M = .74, SD = .3) was
easier than Experiment 1 (M = .38, SD = .44) was found in a main effect, F(1,117) =
109.26, p < .001, ηp2=0.48, such that accuracy rates were much higher for the second
experiment. A main effect of Action, F(5,585) = 50.01, p < .001, ηp2=0.30, revealed
squatting (M= .72, SD= .37) to be the most accurately detected action across experiments
and jumping-jacks (M= .26, SD= .33) to be the least accurately detected action. An
Action x Experiment interaction, F(5,585) = 16.33, p < .001, ηp2=0.12, revealed that the
largest improvement of accuracy from Experiment 1 to Experiment 2 was in the actions
most difficult to detect: jumping-jacks (Exp. 1: M= .07, SD= .18, Exp. 2: M= .49, SD=
.33) and sitting (Exp. 1: M= .01, SD= .05, Exp. 2: M= .74, SD= .27). A three-way
interaction between Action x Experiment x Athletic Status, F(5,585) = 2.47, p = .03,
ηp2=0.02, shows, overall, Athletes (M = .48, SD = .44) were better than Non-athletes (M
= .35, SD = .44) in Experiment 1, however, in Experiment 2 Athletes were only better at
detecting the difficult action of sitting (Athletes: M = .82, SD = .22, Non-Athletes: M =
.66 , SD = .30). Lastly, a main effect of Athletic Status, F(1,117) = 11.57, p = .001,
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ηp2=0.09, suggests that athletes perform better than non-athletes across both experiments
but the three-way interaction mentioned above gives us a clearer picture that Athletes’
better performance is carried in Experiment 1 (except for sitting in Experiment 2).
Visualization of the accuracy data across Experiments 1 and 2 is displayed in Figure A8.
Response Time
Response time data for both experiments delivered a significant main effect of
Action, F(5,585) = 5.85, p < .001, ηp2=0.48, where sitting took the most time (M =
5705.6ms, SD = 2799.5ms) and skipping took the least (M = 4764.5ms, SD = 2075.6ms).
An Action x Experiment interaction, F(5,585) = 3.58, p = .003, ηp2=0.03, was found
because of a drastic change in response times for the difficult action of sitting across
experiments. The forced choice versus open ended paradigm created a stark difference
for this action between Experiments 1 (M = 7482.3ms, SD = 2490.9ms) and 2 (M =
3617.2ms, SD = 1298.3ms). Lastly, it became clear via a main effect of Experiment,
F(1,117) = 125.45, p < .001, ηp2=0.52, that trials for Experiment 1 (M = 6333.9ms, SD =
2164.4ms) took participants longer to complete than the trials in Experiment 2 (M =
3534.6ms, SD = 1374.7ms). Visualization of the response time data across Experiments 1
and 2 is displayed in Figure A9.
CHAPTER V -Experiment 3
The third experiment was conducted as an extension of Experiments 1 and 2. We
sought to discover if the information provided from a sample of optic flow is invariant
across viewpoints, and to find out if this invariance is equally easy to detect for all
actions. How easy or difficult is it to recognize the same action based on a first-person
perspective viewpoint as compared to a third person perspective? Could actions of an
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actor performing the motion from a third person viewpoint be matched to the first-person
video of the same action? We used a nonverbal matching to sample method (Barth et al.,
1995) in the present experiment. The target stimuli were presented one at a time as either
third-person or first-person videos, and the two available options for response were the
relevant paired action videos recorded from the opposite perspective of the target. We
hypothesized that participants would successfully match videos from different
viewpoints, demonstrating the invariance of the information pattern across viewpoints.
Second, participants would be more accurate when introduced to a third-person view of
the action than when working with only first-person videos. Third, athletes will
outperform non-athletes. Fourth, different action pairs will result in different levels of
recognition accuracy. The experimental design including both first and third person
perspectives as target videos allowed us to examine the relationship between information
type and to determine which is more readily utilized to perceive actions.
Participants
Participants for this experiment were recruited in the same manner as Experiment
1 and 2. There was an athlete group (n = 30) and a non-athlete group (n = 35).
Individuals who participated in Experiment 1 or 2 were not allowed to partake in the
present study.
Materials
For this experiment we used the set of first-person action videos from the
previous experiments as well as videos of the same actor performing the action from a
third-person view. Third-person videos were filmed in the same manner as the previous
first-person videos using a Go Pro sports camera. The videos were filmed on the same
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day using the same actor (the author of the paper) and the actions were made to be as
similar and consistent with the first-person videos as possible. The videos were also
trimmed to be five seconds long.
Experimental Design
We implemented a 2 Athletic Status (Athlete, Non-athlete) x 3 Action (Jog, Skip,
Sit) x 2 Perspective (First-person, Third-person) mixed design for this experiment. For
the purpose of this experiment, we did not assess each action individually but instead
evaluated each action pair with the emphasis being on the difference in perspective (first
or third). Each participant underwent the same experimental procedures. The video trials
were presented in randomized order. Both action and perspective order were randomized.
Procedure
Participants accessed the online link by using their personal computer or some
type of laptop/ desktop. The first part of the experiment was the demographic
questionnaire and then experimental trials began (Figure A10).
Experimental trials consisted of either a first- or third-person target video followed by
two side-by-side videos in the opposite perspective. For example:
Target video: First-person jump
Sample A: Third-person jump | Sample B: Third-person jumping-jacks
This presentation constituted a trial. Each of the six actions (in both perspectives) served
as a target stimulus and was repeated four times for a total of 48 trials. The side-by-side
sample videos were randomly displayed on the left or right to reduce response bias. All
six actions were grouped into their relevant action pairs. The pairs were as follows: 1)
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jogging and skipping, 2) jumping and jumping-jacks, 3) sitting and squatting. Responses
were again assessed for accuracy and response time.
Data Processing
Due to technical errors with the internet connection and software 87 trials (3.7%)
had to be dropped from the statistical analyses. Another 37 outlier trials (1.6%) were
removed based on the response time criteria of three standard deviations above the mean.
Results
Accuracy
A 2 Athletic Status x 2 Perspective x 3 Action Pair ANOVA showed a main effect
of Action pair, F(2,126) = 7.7, p = .001, ηp2= 0.11, where the jog-skip pair (M = .73, SD
= .26) was detected significantly less accurately than the jump-jumping-jack pair (M =
.80, SD = .2), and the sit-squat pair (M = .81, SD = .22). This effect was qualified by the
interaction of Action pair and Perspective, F(2,126) = 8.32, p = .001, ηp2= .12, which
revealed that accuracy was consistent across actions when the target video was in the
first-person perspective (Jog: M = .80, SD = .26, Jump: M = .79, SD = .2, Sit: M = .80 ,
SD = .21); however, when the target video was in the third-person perspective, Jog (M =
.66, SD = .25) was detected significantly less than Jump (M = .8, SD = .19) and Sit (M =
.83, SD = .23). A main effect of Athletic status approached significance, F(1,63) = 3.48, p
= .067, ηp2= .06, so that Athletes (M = .82, SD = .2) were more accurate than Nonathletes (M = .75, SD = .25) but this finding was not significant.
We followed up the omnibus analysis with 2 Athletic Status x 2 Perspective ANOVAs
for each action pair to get a more precise look at the role of perspective and athletic
status. There was a main effect of Perspective for the jog-skip pair, F(1,63) = 12.5, p =
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.001, ηp2= .17. Specifically, the third-person target video (M = .66, SD = .25) results in
less accurate perception than the first person target video (M = .8, SD = .26). The only
difference we see between Athletes and Non-Athletes is for the jump-jumping jacks pair,
F(1,63) = 5.6, p = .02, ηp2= .08. Athletes (M = .84, SD = .18) were more accurate than
non-athletes (M = .75, SD = .2). Mean accuracy rates are displayed in Figure A11.
Response Time
A 2 Athletic Status x 2 Perspective x 3 Action Pair ANOVA on response time
displayed a main effect of Perspective, F(1,63) = 65.5, p < .001, ηp2= .51, such that
participants were significantly faster in responding when the target video was in the firstperson (M =5631.5ms, SD = 1623.4ms) versus the third (M = 6653.3ms, SD = 1668.4ms).
The main effect of Action was also significant, F(2,126) = 7.41, p = .001, ηp2= .11, where
the jog-skip pair (M = 6297.6ms, SD =1916.5ms) resulted in the longest responses,
followed by the jump-jumping-jack pair (M = 6283.3ms, SD = 1552.6ms), and the sitsquat pair (M = 5846.3ms, SD = 1649.8ms). This was qualified by the significant
Perspective × Action interaction, F(2,126) = 17.5, p < .001, ηp2= .22, revealing that the
largest difference in response times between perspectives occurred for the jog-skip action
pair. No other findings were significant. The mean response times by perspective and
athletic status are presented for each action pair in Figure A12.
Again, we followed up with 2 Athletic Status x 2 Perspective ANOVAs. When
assessing the jog-skip action pair we found a main effect of Perspective, F(1,63) = 78.1, p
< .001, ηp2= .55, so that when the target video was presented in the first-person (M =
5258.8ms, SD = 1514.9ms) participants responded faster than in the third (M = 7336.3ms,
SD = 1707.9ms). Similarly, we found a significant main effect for Perspective for the
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jump-jumping jack pair, F(1,63) = 5.87, p = .02, ηp2= .09, so that when the target video
was presented in the first-person (M = 6033.8ms, SD = 1588.3ms) participants responded
faster than in the third (M = 6532.9ms, SD = 1486.5ms). The main effect of Perspective
was also significant for the sit-squat pair, F(1,63) = 6.03, p = .02, ηp2= .09, so that when
the target video was presented in the first-person (M = 5602.1ms, SD = 1692.4ms)
participants responded faster than in the third (M = 6090.6ms, SD = 1581.4ms). There
were no differences between Athletes and Non-Athletes.
Discussion
In Experiment 3 we tested the hypothesis that visual perception of human activity
should be based on invariant information. In particular, the information that specifies a
given activity is hypothesized to produce optic flow patterns that are equivalent across
viewpoints. To test this, we compared an egocentric (first-person) view to an allocentric
(third-person) view of the same activity using video footage of an actor performing
various actions. The results showed that participants performed faster and more
accurately when the action had to be matched from a first-person video stimulus. The
sit/squat action pair was most accurately detected and fastest across conditions,
suggesting that the invariance is strongest for this pair. Participants are most efficient in
recognizing these actions, probably because the optic flow pattern for standing up and
sitting down repeatedly is very unique and different from the optic flow pattern of
squatting repeatedly. Sitting is marked by more of a forward and backward movement,
with a clear break at the moment when the motion reverses from upward to downward.
This is most likely very easy to notice and is at the core of the invariant information
across viewing perspectives. On the other hand, all the other actions are cyclical by
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nature. We do not typically sit down and stand up repeatedly as it was depicted in the
video, but it is common to squat repeatedly during exercise or to jump up and down
several times in a row. Perhaps cyclical movements’ invariant patterns are harder to
notice? Future studies will be necessary to investigate this possibility.
What could be the explanation for why participants perform consistently faster as
well as more accurately when the target video is in the first-person? The first-person
view is “pure optic flow” without any other irrelevant (potentially distracting)
information. If this type of information is seen beforehand, it is easy to match it later,
because the information being remembered did not co-occur with other, irrelevant, and
thus not invariant features at the outset. The reverse is not true: if the third-person view is
seen first, it contains a lot of distracting info that is not invariant (e.g., details of the
actor’s body contour or clothes which is not visible from an egocentric viewpoint). This
may lead to a lot of unnecessary retention of information that is irrelevant to the task,
thus making it more difficult to match it to the same action that is presented from a
different viewpoint. It could be that the longer response times indicate an effect of
memory. If there is less information to memorize at the outset (i.e. only the essential
invariant without distractors) then it should be easier to match when tested later.
However, if the first stimulus is more detailed, then irrelevant features may interfere with
matching. This is an example of when less, or simpler information is better for
perceiving.
Unexpectedly, Athletes were only marginally better at this task, performing at an
82% average accuracy versus 75% for Non-athletes with large variability (+/-20%
standard deviation). This suggests that perceiving invariants is not a function of learned
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expertise with body movements or consistent physical training, which we assume athletes
possess, but rather is an inherent capability of all individuals. A notable exception to this
was found in the case of jumps and jumping-jacks where athletic experience seemed to
present an advantage. Athletes were better at detecting invariants for these actions (84%)
compared to Non-athletes (75%). This may be rooted in the trivial fact that these
stereotypical exercises are part of athletic training. Overall, the matching of invariants has
been performed above chance (50%) level for all actions for both athletes and nonathletes, shoring up evidence that humans perceive actions by detecting invariants across
various viewpoints and in many different circumstances and contexts.
CHAPTER VI -General Discussion
Optic flow underwrites the visual capacity to properly navigate in the
environment. The optical information manifested during body movements gives context
for object location, observer location, observer capabilities within the environment and
for the detection of potential possibilities for action. The current project demonstrated
that through practice and experience humans possess the ability to extend action detection
to optic flow patterns that are not their own, or not observed from their own point of
view.
Experiments 1 and 2 showed that there are invariant patterns of optic flow that
can be distinguished for certain actions. This was true even when observing the
consequences of motion from a first-person perspective in which the body is not visible,
thus offering a strong test of the ability to detect optic flow and recognize biological
motion. In Experiment 3 we discovered that people are sensitive to optic flow patterns
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irrespective of point of view. Athletic experience provided added benefit when the task
was hard (Experiment 1).
We tested sample groups from two separate populations to investigate the
potential advantage that might come with consistent physical training and a more learned
eye for action possibilities based on experience in sports. We found athletic status
mattered less and less as we progressed from Experiment 1 (open-ended response to
target video) to Experiment 2 (multiple-choice response to target video) and Experiment
3 (matching a target video to sample videos). Experiment 1 forced participants to rely on
their own knowledge of the names and descriptions for the actions involved, thus posing
a language issue. This could have given athletes an advantage because of their familiarity
with the presented actions. Due to this issue it was not clear if we were testing visual
perception or language. Experiment 2 provided language labels (words) as response
options, and helped bring us closer to investigating visual perception. However,
participants were still matching perceptual information (video) to abstract concepts
(words). Experiment 3 employed a nonverbal response mechanism, thus providing the
best test of perception.
We discovered that certain actions are more difficult to recognize than others.
Interestingly, the detection of sitting was the worst in Experiment 1, but in Experiment 3
the sit/squat action pair resulted in the best performance. All actions were detected above
chance level, but only once measured using the appropriate method (nonverbal match to
sample in Experiment 3). Without any context the task to recognize a motion like sitting
is extremely difficult. Recognition becomes easier when the task is to distinguish
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between two very different types of movements for which visual patterns of invariant
motion are quite distinct.
There were a handful of limitations to this study. First, online data collection
lacked sufficient experimental control and may have resulted in increased variability.
Secondly, we only considered six action types and all actions were presented in cyclical
fashion. This was true even for actions that are not typically cyclical in nature. For
example, sitting was videotaped as a sequence of several bouts of sitting down and
standing up. It could be that this made the task more difficult because sitting is not
typically repeated in sequence. We also did not directly test which action pairs were more
similar in nature. It is possible that skipping and jogging are more similar movements
than sitting and squatting. We also did not cross-pair any of the actions outside of the
originally planned pairings. For instance, it would be interesting to see how jumping and
squatting are perceived via direct comparison, however this pairing was not tested.
Additional data processing is planned for future studies to compare the patterns of
motion using video analysis. Pixel-by-pixel calculation of mutual information (crosscorrelation) would provide a more precise understanding of similarity and disparity for
each action and a better understanding for comparing invariance across perspectives.
Furthermore, video analysis could be conducted to convert the videos into optic flow
footage by only showing those pixels in each frame that changed from one moment to the
next. Once these optic flow patterns are generated a direct comparison could reveal the
similarities among all the actions that were tested. Relatedly, future studies should
investigate how much visual stimulation is necessary and sufficient to detect the invariant
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optical pattern. This could be done by visualizing the optic flow pattern with a decreasing
number of pixels until we see a breakdown in the ability to detect the action.
Examination of kinematic information and biological motion has a long tradition
in behavioral science. Numerous studies of the perception of point-light displays (PLD)
have demonstrated humans’ abilities to recognize and make sense of motion even when
there is very little information present (Johansson, 1973). Gender, identity, specific
details of an action (e.g., lifting something heavy vs something light), intentions for an
action, and whether a person is deceptive are a few perceived events within the context of
biomotion stimuli (Runeson, & Frykholm, 1983). Even when there are distractions
incorporated such as misplaced points of light or added points of light, specific motions
can be detected (Neri et al., 1998). There has been very little research about perception
of biological motion from a first-person point of view. In one notable study it was
demonstrated that both embodiment of a virtual anatomy as well as kinematic illusions
are possible after interaction with a PLD-created limb in virtual reality (Giroux et al.,
2019). Our present study is unique in that it incorporates investigation of the first-person
perspective and delves into biomotion, specifically through observation of optic flow
patterns.
Advances in computer vision could provide a useful application of our current
research findings for the purposes of building artificial agents (robots) that are capable of
detecting actions based on limited and noisy visual information. In an effort to create
models which allow robots to more effectively interact with humans, research has
incorporated biomotion as a means to detect and respond to situations. Vignolo et al.
(2017) created a computational model based on biomotion references to allow robots to
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distinguish biomotion from non-biomotion so that they may advance the robots’ social
behaviors. Similarly, another study has utilized optic flow patterns created by the
performance of a third-person actor to enhance the coupling of robot and human
interaction when performing an action timing task (e.g., walking in synchrony), much
like humans learn to work together (Noceti et al., 2019). Our study has potential to
contribute to this research as it taps into the detection of egocentric movements and the
understanding of invariants of biomotion across viewpoints.
The present study could also set the groundwork for understanding the role of
sports training on visual perception. We compared athletes to non-athletes to explore the
possibility that athletic training, for the purposes of competition in sports, enhances the
ability to detect actions. This prediction is consistent with the fact that athletes spend
significantly more time (than non-athletes) focusing on their own physical movements as
well as picking up those of others in order to perform better and win games. The general
advantage that athletes demonstrated in the present study suggests that training in these
areas could potentially lead to better visual perception and more efficient interaction with
the environment. However, the lack of differences as the task becomes easier suggests
that perception of movement is more inherent than trained even when the actions are
specific to athletic activities (e.g. exercise routhines).
The goal of the current study was to gain a better understanding of optic flow and
the detection of motion via innovative research methods. We believe that first-person
stimuli will be used as a research tool in the future as technology becomes more
advanced and the need for understanding of motion detection increases. Apart from
technology this study is useful in terms of tapping into the possibility of motion detection
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learning through focused training, as shown in the differences between athletes and nonathletes. This relationship should be explored further as there could be a connection
between physical performance and the detection of optic flow.
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APPENDIX A - Figures

Picture of the set of bleachers used as the scene of the optic flow sample videos.
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WATCH: First
Person Action
Video

RESPOND: "What is
the person doing in
this video?"

Next Trial

Example of trial for Experiment 1. Responses were collected by typing into a textbox that appeared on the computer screen after the
video was presented.
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Accuracy expressed as proportion of correct responses as a function of athletic status and action type in Experiment 1. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Response time as a function of athletic status and action type in Experiment 1. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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WATCH: First Person
Action Video

RESPOND: "What is the
person doing in this
video?"

Next Trial

Choose: A or B

Example of trial for Experiment 2. Option A and B were presented as the following pairs: jogging or skipping; jumping or jumping
jacks; sitting or squatting.
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Accuracy expressed as proportion of correct responses as a function of athletic status and action type in Experiment 2. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Response time as a function of athletic status and action type in Experiment 2. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Proportion of correct responses as a function of experiment, action type, and athletic status in Experiments 1 and 2. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Response time as a function of experiment, action type, and athletic status in Experiments 1 and 2. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals.
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WATCH: First or Third
Person Action Video

RESPOND: "Which video
matches the one you
just watched?"

Next Trial

Choose: A or B

Example of a trial sequence in Experiment 3. Options A and B were shown as side-by-side videos (see bottom panel for a screenshot
of the response options as presented to participants) depicting both actions of the relevant action pair (e.g., jog | skip) in the opposite
perspective as the previously shown target video (e.g., target = 1 st person, side-by-side response videos = 3rd person).
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Proportion of correct responses as a function of perspective, athletic status, and action pair in Experiment 3. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals.
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Response times as a function of perspective, athletic status, and action pair in Experiment 3. Error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals.
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